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2. Faster access to information: technological challenges 
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3. More attractive information to win back readers 
Table 1. Reading Frequency 2014 
                   Weekly    Never, almost never  Accumulated percentage 
                    Newspapers                Books                Magazines      Long texts via Internet 
Source: Spanish Reading and Book Observatory/Javier Urgel 
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Table 2. Frequency of reading newspapers 
              Regular reader           Occasional reader               Does not read 
                                                   Man         Woman 
Source: The Huffingtonpost 2015 
4. Updated information as an informative reference: some Spanish digital 
newspapers 
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5. Methodology 
5.1 Objectives 
5.2 Background 
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5.3. Data Collection 
6. Results 
6.1. Frequency of current news 
                                                          
1
2
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Graph 1. News published and updated. El País 
Graph 2. News published and updated. El Mundo 
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Graph 3. News published and updated. ABC 
Graph 4. News published and updated. La Vanguardia 
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Graph 5. News published and updated. El Periódico 
Graph 6. News published and updated. La Voz de Galicia 
6.2. News updated by day of the week: totals 
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Graph 7. Weekday update. El País 
Graph 8. Weekday update. El Mundo 
Graph 9. Weekday update. ABC 
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Graph 10. Weekday update. La Vanguardia 
 
Graph 11. Weekday update. El Periódico 
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 Graph 12. Weekday update. La Voz de Galicia 
Sunday – Monday – Tuesday – Wednesday – Thursday – Friday - Saturday 
6.3. News updated by sections: totals 
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Graph 13. Sections update. El País  
 
 
Graph 14. Sections update. El Mundo 
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Graph 15. Sections update. ABC 
International / Opinion / Spain / Economy / Science / Technology / Culture / Style / Sports / Television/ Miscellaneous 
Graph 16. Sections update. La Vanguardia 
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Graph 17. Sections update. El Periódico 
 
 
Graph 18. Sections update. La Voz de Galicia 
International / Opinion / Spain / Economy / Science / Technology / Culture / Style / Sports / Television/ Miscellaneous 
7. Conclusions and discussions 
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